ECOFLEX

Sometimes it takes
more than water.
It takes Ecoflex

Green
meets
clean

Every cleaning challenge is different. Luckily, there is a flexible solution. Nilfisk Ecoflex system goes
beyond standard green cleaning by offering sustainability and efficiency, while still meeting the
highest standards for clean floors. The result? Green meets clean — the smartest way to go.

Flexible

Green

Nice and easy

Different areas, floor types and facilities need
different cleaning. With the ability to easily
select the right blend of brush pressure, water
and detergent, you can tackle any cleaning
challenge. Effortlessly switch between wateronly cleaning or different cleaning intensities
at the touch of a button. The highly user
friendly control allows you to add that extra
muscle for heavily soiled surfaces, floor tiles,
concrete or epoxy floors.

Cleaning green with the Nilfisk Ecoflex
is efficient and contributes to building
sustainability. The flexibility to develop a
cleaning routine that works for your facility
and to make on-the-go adjustments will
help you get the most out of your resources
— from water and detergent to time and
equipment.

The Ecoflex control panel has been especially
designed to enable machine operation to be
smooth and hassle-free through changing
cleaning requirements. Default start-up
mode is green, low-flow and detergent-free,
but may easily be regulated to just the right
intensity. Detergent use, brush pressure and
flow rate are right at your fingertips. The
controls and operation are so simple that
operators won’t have to hesitate to make
adjustments for higher sanitary standards,
different surface types or unexpected cleaning
challenges.
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cost
efficiency

Maintain a flexible routine
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Green cleaning is good for business. The green flexible and economical Ecoflex is a scrubber dryer designed
to meet the needs of professionals. You can develop a routine that works and quickly adjust to whatever the
job demands. Be prepared to get more out of your budget, clean with less impact to the environment and
maintain clean, shiny floors when you do.

Cost efficient
timesaver

Fits any routine

Green conscience
made easier

Time is money – and today’s demand for
cost efficiency and high standards requires
a solution that is economical and flexible as
well as user-friendly. Nilfisk Ecoflex combines
economic sense with ecological conscience.
Precious resources are saved with a flexible
one-touch control system that can be easily
set to clean a range of different hard surface
types during a single cleaning operation. With
more performance right at your fingertips,
you’ll save time, use fewer machines, and
reduce water and detergent consumption.
Today’s increasing demands for cost efficiency
are tough to meet. Now you can do more
with less.

With the Nilfisk Ecoflex, weekly floor
scrubbing routines were never easier. Clean
low-traffic areas with water only, use ultra-low
detergent when you need to, and jump to a
burst of power to deep-clean and tackle dirtier
areas. Find the routine that works for you. The
system’s flexibility makes it easy to develop
the ideal routine for your staff, your floors and
your budget.

Designed to meet the highest ‘green meets
clean’- standards, the Ecoflex system adds
green value to any CSR-programme with
water-only mode, and if needed its finely
targeted and limited use of detergent. A clean
environment is a healthy environment. Make
a proper cleaning job of it and ensure a sound
indoor climate with Nilfisk Ecoflex. The Ecoflex
system allows you to define your own level of
eco responsibility and get your perfect
green cleaning programme.

60 seconds burst of power
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Green start-up mode with low-flow
water. Choose between detergent-free
or minimal detergent.

One touch of a button applies
a 60 seconds burst of power.
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Whatever the job demands, Nilfisk Ecoflex makes getting it done easier. Just push the button for a good,
green clean – and push it again to handle dirty patches in one, efficient boost. You can call it one touch
magic. We call it Ecoflex.

Water only

Ultra-low
detergent

Standard
detergent

Burst of
power

Perfect for removing surface
dirt and maintaining the clean
look of floors. Water only
mode eliminates the impact of
detergents on the environment
and lowers cleaning costs. It’s the
greenest, most economical way
to clean.

Well suited for routine cleaning
where a small amount of greencertified detergent will do the
trick. Water and detergent are
dispensed separately at the scrub
deck, eliminating solution waste.

The tough cleaning you expect.
At the standard detergent
dilution, brush pressure and flow
rate, you’ll have a combination
powerful enough to pull stubborn
dirt from grout and porous
surfaces.

Green or not, sometimes an
extra effort is required. For
deep, restorative cleaning or
unexpected challenges Ecoflex’s
burst of power temporarily
maximises brush pressure,
water and detergent for a single
powerful cleaning boost at the
touch of a button. If the job is
done in less than 60 seconds, just
push the button again and return
to eco-cleaning mode.

One
touch
Flexibility

Meet Ecoflex.
Superior technology made easy
Nilfisk Ecoflex effectively eliminates the need to clean a floor several times over, in order to get those extra dirty
patches. Large surfaces are cleaned without spending precious time changing water or refilling tanks. Nilfisk Ecoflex
is the perfect green solution to all hard floors – and easier to manage than ever before.

Green cleaning
Default eco-cleaning mode with lowﬂow water and regular brush pressure
is ideal for green, detergent-free
routine cleaning.

Deep cleaning
Maximised cleaning effort for all kinds of
high-trafﬁc or heavily soiled areas – from
vinyl to concrete ﬂoors.

Flexibility
With one touch of a button the
operator may at will vary the
performance of the machine to suit
any degree of soiled.

60 seconds burst of power
Temporarily increased detergent
strength, solution ﬂow and brush
pressure for a one-minute extra
deep scrubbing.
Perfect for difﬁcult patches and
surfaces.

Low-ﬂow detergent
Eco Dosage System precisely
matches detergent intensity to
the level of dirt on the ﬂoor.

Low-ﬂow water
Intelligent Eco Solution mode reduces
water consumption by as much as
70 percent.

No pre-mixing
Detergent and water are mixed
at brush deck. No more solution
pre-mixing and no more water and
detergent waste.
And no solution tank to empty or
clean.

The Ecoflex system is available on a selected range of Nilfisk scrubber dryers.
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